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Abstract

To facilitate designing and maintaining collections of business process models and corresponding implementation documents, it is of pivotal relevance to identify commonalities that a set of process types share. They allow for reusing parts of process models and are a prerequisite of efficient and consistent modifications. Discovering or constructing commonalities requires abstraction. With respect to model integrity, there is need for precisely specified abstraction concepts that enable convenient and secure adaptations to particular requirements. Against the background of various alternative approaches to foster abstraction in process modelling, this report is mainly aimed at investigating chances and specific challenges that relate to the conception of generalisation/specialisation for process types. For this purpose, a preliminary conception of process specialisation is proposed that is based on specialisation of static artefacts. A subsequent overview of existing approaches to specify a concept of process specialisation shows that none of these is satisfactory. Moreover, it will be shown that a conception of process specialisation that corresponds to specialisation of static artefacts is not possible. Finally, an outline of a relaxed conception of specialisation and the use of local meta process types are proposed as a possible loophole.
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1 Introduction

Abstraction is of outstanding importance for dealing with complexity – in everyday life and especially in conceptual modelling. It allows us to fade out those aspects of a subject that are not relevant for a certain purpose. It also enables us to take advantage of commonalities shared by a set of concepts: Common concepts are a prerequisite for reuse and integration. At the same time, abstraction fosters system maintenance. On the one hand abstracting on commonalities enables modifications that are applied only once – to common representations – and update consistently a range of corresponding components. On the other hand, modifications of those system parts that are not included in the common representations – that are abstracted from – can be modified without causing harmful side effects or in other words: without challenging the validity of the common concepts. The use of abstraction in conceptual modelling requires precisely defined abstraction concepts, which includes mechanisms that allow for convenient and secure adaptations. The most important abstraction concepts in conceptual modelling and systems design comprise classes, encapsulation, polymorphism and – last but not least – generalisation/specialisation. A class allows abstracting from particular instances. As a consequence, the features defined for a class, especially its methods, can be reused by all its instances. On a conceptual level, changes that are applied to a class are immediately effective in all corresponding instances. Of course, the effect of changing classes in a system depends on the type of change and the particular programming language. Encapsulation, also referred to as information hiding, is an abstraction over all possible implementation that satisfy a certain interface. Hence, it allows for abstracting from the implementation of a method. As a consequence, the implementation can be changed without affecting the interface, thereby reducing the range of side effects substantially. Generalisation results in a general concept that represents the common features of a set of more specific concepts. Specialisation allows for adding further features to a general concept to define more specific concepts. As a consequence, changes that are restricted to common features need to be applied only once, while they are effective in all specialized concepts. Also, adding further specialized concepts or modifying existing ones does not compromise the semantics of the general concept. Since generalisation implies specialisation et vice versa, we will from now on use the term “specialisation” only to represent both sides of the same coin. Polymorphism allows for abstracting from the class of the object a message is sent to. Hence, it is an abstraction over all methods of a certain kind and all corresponding classes of objects a corresponding message might be sent to. This allows for adding new classes to a system that offer a specific implementation of a method without the need to change the code where the method is called. If, for instance, a graphical editor is to be extended to include triangles, a corresponding class would be specialized from an existing class. Hence, polymorphism takes advantage of both ideas, specialisation and information hiding.
Introduction

Abstraction concepts are widely used in conceptual modelling. Also, their benefits are, provided they are appropriately used, undisputed. However, so far, the use of abstraction concepts is widely restricted to static or functional concepts, especially in the area of object-oriented modelling and system design. Current languages for business process modelling show a remarkable lack of abstraction. This is a serious shortcoming with respect to modelling productivity and model maintenance. This report is aimed at analysing the background for this surprising insufficiency. First, we will show that there is urgent need for abstraction in process modelling. Against this background, we will discuss possible approaches to gain a higher level of abstraction. Since a concept of process specialisation that satisfies certain requirements, would be especially useful, we will then review existing approaches to process specialisation or process inheritance respectively. Based on the results of this review and principal concerns regarding the feasibility of a powerful specialisation concept, we will finally present alternative approaches to increase the level of abstraction in process modelling.
2 The Need for Abstraction in Process Modelling

The lack of abstraction concepts in business process modelling languages such as EPC (Scheer 1999) or BPMN (OMG 2011) could be contributed to the fact that users of these languages did not complain about this insufficiency. While the latter may be true, there is nevertheless a very good reason to demand for a higher level of abstraction in process modelling. To back this claim, we will look at scenarios that describe the prototypical use of process models in larger organisations.

2.1 Motivating Example

Larger organisations may comprise a few tens of business process types. Designing and maintaining a corresponding number of business process models face substantial challenges. The example in Figure 1 shows a collection of process models in an imaginary company.

Figure 1: Illustration of Collection of Business Process Models

Scenario 1: A company is confronted with a new legal regulation that may have to be accounted for in several business process types. This scenario recommends an abstraction that represents those process features that are affected by the legal regulation. This would, at best, allow for restricting the required modifications to the corresponding commonalities. Otherwise, every process model would have to be checked and possibly modified – with respective consequences on integrity and costs.

Scenario 2: A further more specific order management process needs to be implemented. An abstraction that allows for identifying the commonalities of existing order management processes and additional ones would be beneficial, since it would enable reusing existing models and would facilitate model maintenance later on.
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The following section gives an overview of possible approaches to address the challenges illustrated by the above scenarios. Assessing these approaches will contribute to develop requirements a sophisticated process abstraction concept should satisfy.

### 2.2 Possible Approaches to Process Abstraction

Representing relevant commonalities of a set of business process models can be accomplished on different levels of granularity, i.e. one could focus on common features of business process types, or of common features of sub-processes or events. We start with focusing on abstractions that concern entire business process models. For this purpose, we distinguish four different approaches: an informal conception of similarity, an informal conception of specialisation, aspects, and a formal conception of specialisation.

If two business process types share commonalities, they are similar. A weak form of representing similarities between two process models would be to introduce a special kind of association. It would allow for expressing that two process models are similar (see Figure 2).

![Figure 2: Illustration of informal Concept of Process Similarity](image)

While this approach is easy to implement, it would be of limited help only. Since it does not include a formal specification of similarity, it would remain unclear, what the commonalities are, the idea of similarity is based on. However, it would be possible to add an informal description of the intended similarity. Since there may be various kinds of similarities between two process models, one could refine the simple concept of process similarity by allowing for expressing different kinds of – again informal – similarity. Figure 3 illustrates the use of an informal conception of different kinds of similarity.
Allowing for differentiating kinds of similarity increases the chance to identify business process models that share common characteristics of a certain kind. While it is fairly easy to implement, its contribution to fostering reuse and maintenance is still rather limited, since it lacks a formal specification of the commonalities the different kinds of similarity are based on. Nevertheless it may help with identifying process models that \textit{may} share common parts or that \textit{may} be affected by a certain new requirement.

In Software Engineering, there are various approaches to reduce effort and risk of maintaining large systems. With respect to the above scenarios, the concept of an “aspect” (Kiczales, Lamping et al. 1997; Kiczales, Hugunin et al. 2003) is of particular relevance. It serves as an abstraction in those cases where abstraction concepts provided by object-oriented programming language are not suited to express certain commonalities and/or as an instrument to reengineering code by adding additional abstractions to existing code in order to facilitate maintenance. Parts of a software system that address the same or similar tasks are represented as “cross-cutting concerns”. Examples of cross-cutting concerns are printing, security, persistence, user-interface etc. A cross-cutting concern is assigned to methods within the system that serve to handle the respective tasks. An aspect serves as an abstraction over these methods, which are usually part of different classes. If new requirements have an effect on e.g. security issues, the corresponding aspect would allow for writing code that is applied to the distributed methods in a predefined way. Figure 4 gives an example of how aspects can be conceptualized. In this case, all methods of respective classes that serve to update a graphical representation at the display are subsumed into a corresponding aspect “DisplayUpdating”.

**Figure 3: Different kinds of Similarity**
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As a consequence, an aspect allows for addressing all particular methods it comprises in one statement, hence contributing to code reuse and especially to efficient and secure maintenance. The example in Figure 5 illustrates the use of aspects on the code level, based on an extension of Java. The language concept “pointcut” serves to define the abstraction by subsuming all respective methods. Then the pointcut can be used to write code that applies to all methods it comprises.

```java
pointcut moves (){
    receptions (void FigureElement.moveBy (int, int)) ||
    receptions (void Point.setX (int))
    receptions (void Point.setY (int))
    receptions (void Line.setP1 (Point)) ||
    receptions (void Line.setP2 (Point));
}

aspect DisplayUpdating {
    pointcut moves ():
    after (): moves () { Display.needsRepaint ();
    }
}
```

Figure 5: Implementation of Aspects as an Extension to Java, adapted from (Kiczales, Hugunin et al. 2003)

While the abstraction that aspects allow for can be of remarkable value, it is important to note that there is no clear semantics of aspect. Instead, it is left to the software engineer to define the semantics through the specification of concerns and the association (“weaving”) with corresponding code. With respect to business process models, the idea of aspects can be used to define concerns that are associated with business process types. Figure 6 illustrates the application of concerns to business process modelling.
Defining concerns may help with identifying process models that may reuse common parts or that may be affected by new requirements. However, as long as there is no precise specification of concerns and how corresponding modifications should affect the respective process models, the concept remains dissatisfactory.

Compared to the previous approaches specialisation is promising the advantage that it seems to come with a clear meaning: As a default, specializing a concept means that all propositions that hold true about the general concept hold true for the specialized concept, too. Nevertheless, as we shall see, the specification of a formal concept of process specialisation is far from trivial. As a modest alternative, one could introduce an informal concept of specialisation. This would allow for expressing that a process type is regarded as a specialisation of a more general process type – hence indicating that change applied to the more general type would somehow affect the specialized types. However, updating the specialized process models could not be automated. Therefore, it would be most desirable to have a formal concept of process specialisation. Figure 7 illustrates that a change in a general process type – indicated by the blue box – would be propagated to the respective subtypes in a precisely defined way.
The Need for Abstraction in Process Modelling

Figure 7: Illustration of Process Specialisation

A formal concept of process specialisation would be very beneficial for both use scenarios. It would allow for conveniently updating all business process models that are specialized from a general process models that captures the essential the new legal regulations relate to. Also, it would allow for specializing a new order management process from an existing one.
3 Process Specialisation: Peculiarities and Requirements

Generalisation/specialisation is an established concept for creating static abstractions, such as object models. Its potential benefits for process modelling are obvious, too.

3.1 A Brief General Consideration of Specialisation

To prepare for analysing the peculiarities related to defining a concept of process specialisation, we shall first look at specialisation in general. While it is a pivotal concept in human communication, its semantics varies to a remarkable degree, which is illustrated by the following examples where specialisation is indicated by the predicate “is a”.

“Fear is a sensation.”
“A racing bike is a bike.”
“A research report is a document.”
“A student is a person.”
“Electronic order processing is an order processing.”

The examples show that the meaning of specialisation depends on the meaning of the corresponding concepts. A concept guides structuring and interpreting the things that we perceive. Specializing a concept can be regarded as restricting the interpretation, i.e. it does not apply to as many objects as the superordinate concept. Hence, if the interpretations – and the sets of objects they apply to – are not precisely defined, the semantics of specialisation remains vague, too. That is especially the case for intentional concepts, i.e. concepts which are defined by referring to emotional states or frames of mind. The underlying common understanding can be sufficient for agreeing that a specialisation is appropriate. Most people would probably agree that fear is a special kind of sensation. However, it is certainly more difficult to tell the exact difference between the two concepts, i.e. to specify the specialisation.

This is easier with concepts that allow for an extensional definition. In this case the semantics of a concept is defined by the set (extension) of its features. The concept “person” could be defined by features such as last name, first name, gender, date of birth etc. The specialized concept “Student” would include further features. As a consequence, it would be much easier to define the semantics of specialisation. But even with concepts that can be defined extensionally, a sound conception of specialisation can be challenging. Probably nobody would object that a racing bike is a special kind of bike. At first sight, both have common features: two wheels, a saddle, brakes etc. However, they have clearly different types of wheels, saddles etc. Apparently, it is hard to conceptualize the specialisation of an ordinary brake to a

---

1 That does not mean, however, that using generalisation/specialisation in object-oriented modelling is without any problems. The semantics of generalization/specialisation in object-oriented programming languages is different from that of natural language or predicate logics – which is caused by different concepts of “class”. This semantic mismatch is often not accounted for, which can result in inconsistent models (for a comprehensive discussion of this problem, see Frank 2003).
racing bike brake. As a consequence, it is hard to define a precise meaning for specialisation in such a case.

In order to further analyse the question how specialisation could be specified for process types, we will first define a general conception of specialisation that is motivated by the benefits intended for reuse and maintenance. With respect to extensional concepts, a conception of generalisation/specialisation can be defined by a few essential characteristics and additional constraints.

Essential Characteristics:

E1: A set of concepts that share common features can be generalized into a superordinate concept. This happens through abstraction: By abstracting to the common features which constitute the superordinate concept – and by abstracting from those features that are specific to each subordinate concept.

E2: A concept can be specialized from a superordinate concept by adding further features.

Constraints:

C1: Subordination: Every assertion that holds for a general concept is true for its subordinate concepts, too. This request is an implication of subordination in logics (e.g. in predicate logics) – and a prerequisite for efficient maintainability: Every modification of a general concept is immediately effective in its subordinated concepts.

C2: Substitutability: Substitutability is an implication of subordination. However, it includes a further level of abstraction and it is directly related to software systems. Whenever an instance of a super concept (e.g. a superclass) is required, it can be replaced by an instance of one of its sub concepts (e.g. subclasses) without causing any harm. For this purpose, the instance of a sub concept has to behave in a way that makes it indistinguishable from the behaviour expected from instances of the respective super concept. Substitutability is a common (though not undisputed) request for the construction of type systems of object-oriented programming languages (see e.g. Wegner and Zdonik 1988 or Liskov and Wing 1994).

C3: Monotonic extension: For E2 not to hurt C1 or C2, adding new features to sub concepts must be monotonic, i.e. it must not affect the semantics of the corresponding super concept.

In the realm of software development, the term “inheritance” is often used instead of specialisation. In its less restrictive interpretation, it simply means to copy features from a subordinate concept, which then may be arbitrarily modified. Hence, the emphasis is on reuse. However, the redefinition of inherited features has severe downsides with respect to integrity. On the one hand, it compromises maintenance: It is not possible anymore to modify a set of subordinate concepts simply be changing the corresponding feature within the superordinate concept. On the other hand, it is a threat to substitutability. Therefore, inheritance is

---

2 Note that this does not include propositions on a meta level, e.g. “The concept ‘Human Being’ is the superordinate concept of ‘Student’”.

---

10
mostly supplemented by rules that restrict the permissible modifications. In object-oriented programming languages, it is usually possible to override the implementation of a method. While this may cause a different behaviour and thereby violate constraint C2, it does not have an effect on the formal definition of the interface. Some programming languages as well as the UML 2.0 (OMG 2007, p. 40) allow for specific changes to the interface of a subordinate class. A covariant redefinition means that the classes of the parameters that are passed with a method call are replaced by their subclasses. Take, for instance, the two classes “Laser_Printer” and “Colour_Laser_Printer”, with the latter specified as a subclass of the first. “Laser_Printer” includes a method “getLevel (c: Cartridge)”. “Colour Laser Printer” redefines the interfaces covariantly into “getLevel (c: Colour_Cartridge)”. While covariant redefinition is suggested by some as an approach that corresponds to a common pattern in natural language – and hence contributes to more “natural” models (see, e.g. Ducournau 2002), it comes with a severe problem: It violates the characteristic feature b) It does not allow for replacing an instance of a class by an instance of a corresponding subclass without avoiding problems. From a logical perspective, it produces a contradiction: “Laser_Printer requires Cartridge” implies “Colour_Laser_Printer requires Cartridge”. However, this proposition is redefined to “Colour_Laser_Printer requires Colour_Cartridge”. Since there are cartridges that are not colour cartridges, the redefinition contradicts the logical implication. This is the same effect that is caused by so called non-monotonic extensions of a knowledge base: It may seem natural, but it violates traditional logics. With respect to programming covariant redefinitions – if they are accepted by the compiler – can cause run-time errors with write accesses: If, e.g., a parameter of the class “Cartridge” is passed to an object of the class “Colour_Laser_Printer” that acts as a substitute for an object of superclass “Laser_Printer”, the interface of the subclass would be hurt (for a comprehensive discussion see Meyer 1997). A contravariant redefinition – which is usually not supported, because it seems contra-intuitive – would replace the parameter classes by corresponding superclasses.

Inheritance in conjunction with redefining inherited features adds flexibility to reuse. Nevertheless, we will at first restrict our analysis to specialisation that corresponds to the above conceptualisation in order to avoid the threats to integrity created by redefinitions.

### 3.2 Peculiarties of Process Specialisation

Figure 8 shows a further example of a specialisation hierarchy of business process types. It is a high level model that defines specialisation relationships between business process types without representing the respective control flows. At first sight, it may seem irritating that “credit application business firm” is defined as subordinate to “credit application certified firm”, since a “certified firm” is a subclass of “business firm”. However, while a more specialized subject may correspond to a more specialized process type, it does not have to. The model shown in Figure 8 may have resulted from requirements analysis, where domain ex-
Experts declared the specialized process types to be “special cases” of the respective super types.

![Specialisation diagram]

**Figure 8: Specialisation relationships between business process types**

To develop an idea of process specialisation that promotes reuse and efficient maintenance, we need to apply the conception of specialisation defined above. This requires defining a process type by its features. According to specialisation for static abstractions, one could try a conception of business process specialisation that is based on adding further features. With respect to a dynamic abstraction, the features of a business process type can be regarded – among other concepts – as the event and process types its control flow is composed of. Figure 9 shows a corresponding conception applied to the decomposed business process models in Figure 8 – except for “credit application private customer”.
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Figure 9: Illustration of Process Specialisation by Adding Parts

The generic business process model is specialized into “credit application certified firm” by adding further elements to the control flow. This applies to the specialisation of “credit application certified firm”, too. At first sight, the example in Figure 9 may suggest that the shown extension of a process type can be used as a foundation for a corresponding specialisation concept. However, this would be a deceptive impression. On the one hand, such a conception might be regarded as inappropriate with respect to existing ideas of process specialisation. Sometimes, a further process type where process steps have been eliminated may be regarded as the “special case” (see example in Figure 10). While this may be regarded as a result of the ambiguous use of the term “specialisation” in natural language that has to be overcome with the specification of a modelling language, it cannot entirely be ignored since usability demands for modelling concepts that corresponds to the technical terminology prospective users are familiar with (Frank 2011).
Our brief discussion shows that developing a conception generalizing/specializing business process types faces serious obstacles.

On the other hand – and more important – adding features, i.e. subprocesses and events, in a way that the constraints defined for specialisation are not violated, is apparently not as easy as with static abstractions. At first sight, it is obvious that the extensions shown in Figure 9 do not satisfy the substitutability constraint: Substituting an instance of a subprocess for an instance of the corresponding super process will certainly not remain unnoticed.
4 Existing Approaches to Process Specialisation

Compared to the plethora of literature on business process modelling, relatively little work has been published on generalisation/specialisation.

4.1 Specialisation of Behaviour in Object-Oriented Software Systems

The majority of related work is focussing on specialisation or inheritance respectively in object-oriented programming languages – with special emphasis on object behaviour. Hence, these publications are aimed at dynamic abstractions of classes or objects respectively. Their main focus is on the redefinition of inherited operations: What are acceptable rules for the possible scope of redefining – or specializing – the behaviour of these operations. For this reason, these publications are related to the specialisation of business process types. Most authors agree that the demand for substitutability needs to be fulfilled: “The objects of the subtype ought to behave the same as those of the supertype as far as anyone or any program using supertype objects can tell.” (Liskov and Wing 1994), p. 1811; for a similar request see Wegner and Zdonik 1988) At the same time, it is widely agreed that prohibiting any redefinition of inherited operations is too restrictive. This constitutes the challenge to define rules for modifying inherited operations in a way that the resulting behaviour of a corresponding object does not deviate from the behaviour that is expected from an object of the superclass.

While some of these works do without graphical representations of object behaviour, Schrefl and Stumptner use a kind of state charts (“behaviour diagram”) to visualize their approach. They draw upon Petri Nets: “States correspond to places of Petri nets, activities to transitions.” (Schrefl and Stumptner 2002, p. 95) Behaviour diagrams are used to represent object life cycles. The notion of specialisation they suggest is based on the conception of a subnet. A behaviour diagram B’ is a subnet of another behaviour diagram B, if B’ is “embedded” in B. For a subnet to represent an acceptable specialisation of object behaviour, it has to be a consistent extension. Schrefl and Stumptner differentiate “observation consistency” and “invocation consistency”3. A specialisation is an observation consistent extension of object behaviour, if the resulting behaviour is the same as the behaviour defined for the superclass. Imagine, one would view a process instance through a special lens that faded out states and activities which are not present in the lifecycle of objects of superclasses. Then it would not be possible to distinguish the behaviour of an object of the subclass from the one of an object of the superclass. Invocation consistency is not restricted to observable behaviour. It include the invocation of operations: “Thus, any operation invocable on instances of a supertype must under the same precondition also be invocable on instances of any subtype and executing the operation on instances of a subtype meets the postcondition for the operation specified at the supertype.” (Schrefl and Stumptner 2002, p. 102) The authors provide a formal definition for

3 Note that we do not follow the distinction between weak and strong “invocation consistency” suggested by the authors, because we do not need it for our purpose.
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invocation consistency, which can be nicely illustrated through examples. Figure 11 shows an example of a specialisation that is invocation consistent.

Figure 11: Example of invocation consistent specialisation, constructed from examples in (Schrefl and Stumptner 2002)

The net that represents the object lifecycle of the superclass is contained in the net representing the object lifecycle of a corresponding subclass. A state can trigger one or a set of mutually exclusive activities (exclusive choice, XOR). An activity can start only after all states that directly precede it, have occurred. An activity (also referred to as “event”) can result in one or more states (AND). An object of the specialized class depicted in Figure 11 has the same
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behaviour as objects of the superclass. Apparently, the additional activities and states do not affect the inherited lifecycle – which indicates observation consistency. In addition to that, every operation that can be invoked on objects of the superclass, e.g. “issue”, “use” etc., can be invoked on instances of the subclass, too – provided the same conditions are satisfied. The Figure 12 shows a case where specialisation does not satisfy invocation consistency:

Figure 12: Example specialisation that is not invocation consistent – constructed from examples in (Schrefl and Stumptner 2002)

For objects of the superclass, the activity “use” will be performed immediately after “reservation issued” has occurred. This is different for objects of the subclass: There this change of state can be performed only after the reservation has been paid for.

Could such a conception of specializing object behaviour serve as a model for a specialisation concept of business process types? Unfortunately, the answer is no – even though the authors indicate that it could be used for workflow types. This is for a simple reason: The conception of substitutability applied by Schrefl and Stumptner (and others in the area of object-oriented software engineering) is not appropriate for business process models. Their perspective on object behaviour is characterized by the idea of a contract that defines possible states and state changes. An object satisfies such a contract, if it allows all paths of possible state changes to be executed. Hence, a specialisation of object behaviour is regarded as con-
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sistent, if it fulfils the contract defined for the superclass. It is essential for assessing this con-
ception that a subclass is assumed to fulfil the contract, too, if it allows for additional paths of
state changes that do not interfere with those of the superclass. Hence, it is assumed that ad-
ditional behaviour – to whatever extent it may occur – does not jeopardize substitutability.
While this conception may be satisfactory with respect to building reliable software systems
– which still has to be shown, it is not acceptable for modelling business processes. A busi-
ness process is characterized by the consumption of scarce resources. If a business process
does not only include those processes and consumes those resources that are required for
doing the job, but includes further processes, consumes further resources, it would certainly
not pass as an acceptable substitute. Instead, it would be regarded as a strange imposition.
Furthermore, but not as important, behaviour is restricted to the lifecycle of objects of one
class. A business process model is not conceptualized as the behaviour of objects of one par-
ticular class. This is the case for most workflow models, too.

What are the lessons to be learned from the work on specialisation of object behaviour for the
definition of specialisation for business process models? The idea that business process
should fulfil a contract deserves attention. Contracts are an important instrument to reduce
complexity – certainly not only for constructing software systems. In the area of business
process models, contracts seem to be relevant for two specific reasons. Firstly, the concept of
a contract is well known in business. Secondly, it has gained additional weight through the
popularity of service-orientation. A further aspect of contracts that is accounted for in soft-
ware engineering is related to specializing the parameters required for or delivered by an
operation. This may be a useful approach with respect to resources or organizational units
required to execute a business process. If, e.g., a process requires a programmer, a computer
scientist could be used as a substitute. This could be expressed explicitly by defining com-
puter scientist as a specialisation of programmer. Beyond providing inspiration, the work on
specializing object behaviour suggests that the idea of specializing process types by extend-
ing them is not applicable to business process types.

4.2 Workflow Inheritance

One further approach is aimed at specialisation in the realm of workflow types, which are
similar to business process types. In a series of publications, van der Aalst and various co-
authors analyse the subject of workflow inheritance and propose a few conceptions of spe-
cialisation (e.g. Aalst and Basten 1999a, Aalst and Basten 1999b, Aalst and Basten 2002a,
Aalst and Basten 2003, Aalst and Basten 2002b). Van der Aalst et al. motivate their approach
with pragmatic reasons. They discuss various kinds of change (e.g. “dynamic change”, “cu-
stomizing business processes”, see, e.g. Aalst and Basten 1999b) that suggest the use of ap-
propriate specialisation concepts. They model workflow types with Petri nets. In general, work-
flow inheritance is characterized by extending an inherited net through further transitions
(tasks) and places (conditions). However, not any extension qualifies for specialisation. Van
der Aalst and Basten claim that an instance x of a process type that is of a specialized from
the process type y “… can do what y can do with respect to the tasks present in y” (Aalst and Basten 2003, p. 96). Against this background, they propose four concepts of inheritance with varying degrees of semantic restriction (Aalst and Basten 2003, p. 96 ff.). The term “inheritance” is misleading because they actually mean rules for different kinds of specialisation. For this purpose, they distinguish “blocking” and “hiding” of tasks. A task that was added on the level of a specialized process type can be hidden, i.e. it can be abstracted from that task in a way as if it would not exist. Blocking a task on the other hand means that its execution is blocked. “Protocol inheritance” implies that an instance of a specialized process type x shows the same behaviour as an instance of its superordinate process type y, if additional tasks are blocked. In other words: in this case, they cannot be distinguished. If x seems to be identical with y, if certain tasks in x are hidden, they speak of “projection inheritance”. “Protocol/projection inheritance” defines the most restrictive form of specialisation. It requires that x cannot be distinguished from y both if the additional tasks were hidden and if they were blocked. “Life-cycle inheritance” on the other side is least restrictive. It is the case, if a specialized process type conforms either to protocol or to projection inheritance (Aalst and Basten 1997, p. 70). For each of these four types of specialisation, they define transformation rules that preserve the characteristics required for an instance of a subtype. Figure 13 illustrates the concepts with a few examples. All of the examples show a specialized workflow type that is extended by the task “check”. A transition (task) that is filled with a red rectangle displaying an “X” indicates that it is blocked in order to satisfy a specialisation constraint. A transparent grey rectangle indicates that the part of the workflow it covers is assumed not to be executed. Note that the letters used to identify the workflow types are those defined by the authors. In Figure 13 they are presented in a different order. The instances of workflow type C execute as if they were instances of A, if the transition (task) “check” is blocked. If it was hidden only, it would be possible that the transition “handle” does not fire (place p1 can result in firing “check” OR “handle”). This would violate the specialisation constraint. If the shaded part of workflow type D is not executed, a corresponding instance would produce the same behaviour as an instance of A. On the other hand, blocking “check” in this case would result in a deadlock because the synchronisation could not be performed. In workflow type B, the transition “check” can either be hidden or blocked. In both cases a corresponding instance would execute as if it was an instance of A.
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Do the concepts of specialisation proposed by van der Aalst et al. provide a suitable foundation for specializing business process types? While the various kinds of specialisation are defined with respect to suitability, they do not satisfy this demand with respect to business processes: Adding a further task (or in the terminology we use for MEMO business process models: a further process) will result in a process type that requires additional effort and/or the use of further resources compared to a generic process type. As we already asserted above, this would not be acceptable for business processes. When the authors discuss the benefits of their contribution, they do not focus on substitutability. Instead, they show how their approach fosters the solution of certain abstraction problems. For instance: Dynamic change of a workflow type is supported by the inheritance rules, since they make sure that the extended workflow still satisfies the contracts to be fulfilled by a superordinate workflow.
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type. However, if somebody applies a modification to realize a so called “ad hoc” workflow, it will often not be required to preserve the execution of the original workflow type. A further benefit they mention is the support of “management information”. They argue that managers are often not interested in the details of a workflow. The level of abstraction, they are interested in, could be captured by a generic workflow type that is reduced to the essential tasks and conditions. The transformation rules defined by van der Aalst and Basten would allow for showing an instance of a subordinate workflow type as if it was an instance of the superordinate type. However, this is rather an example for defining a projection that satisfies certain information needs than a convincing example for generalisation/specialisation. It seems that the authors’ primary focus is on defining a formal conception that allows for building tools which can, e.g. check whether a workflow type is a formally valid specialisation of another type. While there is no doubt that formalisation can be of great value, it does not help much formalising a conception that is not satisfactory. The authors themselves realize that the solution they suggest is of limited use only: “Clearly, this does not provide a complete solution for the four problems presented in this paper.” (Aalst and Basten 2003, p. 405) They do, however, indicate how their conception of specialisation could also be interpreted: as the construction of a new variant of a workflow type.

4.3 An alternative Approach to Process Specialisation

Wyner and Lees suggest an approach to defining a specialisation concept for process models that is worthwhile mentioning (Wyner and Lee 1999). While the authors compare their work to research on specializing behaviour in object-oriented software systems, they relate it clearly to business processes – although they do not use this term explicitly. They speak of “process” instead. They emphasize a formal approach. Later, they published a formal specification of a conception of specialisation they suggest (Wyner and Lee 2002). This conception is remarkable because it seems to reverse common concepts of specialisation: Instead of adding further features, they suggest to delete parts of a process type in order to specialize it. Nevertheless they emphasize substitutability: “a process \( p_1 \) is a specialisation of a process \( p_0 \) if every instance of \( p_1 \) is also an instance of \( p_0 \), but not necessarily vice versa.” (Wyner and Lee 1999, p. 11) They suggest an abstraction that regards a process type as a “set of possible behaviors”, which they refer to as the “extension” of a process type. Specializing a process type happens through reducing its extension. They demonstrate the proposed conception by applying it to state charts and to data flow diagrams. We focus on state charts here, because functional abstractions – as we have seen – do not provide a reasonable foundation for defining specialisation semantics for business process types. Wyner and Lee model processes in various types of restaurants (“fast food”, “full service”, “buffet” etc.). The corresponding state charts are depicted in Figure 14. Subsequently, they generalize these special process types to a generic process type. The generic process type includes all special state charts as possible paths of execution (see Figure 15). Specialisation can be specified as a function that results in a projection of the state chart which characterized the subordinate process type. This projection needs to describe (at least) one possible path of execution within the set of
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paths defined for the superordinate process type. Hence, an instance of a specialized process would represent a potential path of execution of an instance of the superordinate process. Hence, one could speak of “observation consistency”, even though the conception of specialisation is clearly different from that proposed by Schrefl and Stumptner. However, the specialized process types are not invocation consistent: It is, for example, not possible to set an instance of the specialized process “full service restaurant” to the initial state “COOK” – although this should be possible according to the state chart defined for the superordinate process type. Also, it would not be possible to change the state “COOK” to “SERVE” – which is an option for instance of the generic process type. Hence, substitutability, although demanded for by the authors, is clearly restricted. At the same time it is obvious that the generic process type is abstract in the sense that it must not have instances. Even more important is the fact that the concept of generalisation they apply is neither compliant with generalisation in natural language nor in formal systems: A generic concept represents the common features of a set of more special concepts – in other words: the intersection of the corresponding sets of features. Wyner and Lee use the union of these sets instead.

![State charts of processes in various types of restaurants](image)

*Figure 14: State charts of processes in various types of restaurants – (Wyner and Lee 1994)*
Figure 15: Generalized state chart and included “specialized” process – adapted from (Wyner and Lee 1994)

The authors do not realize that their conception of specialisation does not satisfy the demand for suitability. However, it seems that they do not feel too comfortable with the fact that the conception they propose represents a clear contrast to other conceptions of specialisation. In a somewhat cumbersome discussion they ask whether there are two kinds of specialisation – comparing specialisation by adding features (attributes) and by deleting features (states and activities). While the discussion does not result in a convincing answer to the question, it seems that two aspects contributed to the confusion they caused. Firstly, it appears that Wyner and Lee confuse two perspectives on classes and specialisation respectively. An intentional view stresses the definition of a class by its features. Specialisation in this view suggests adding further features to a class in order to specialize it. Applying this conception of specialisation to dynamic abstractions would result in the extension of behaviour as it is suggested by many. An extensional view regards classes as sets. In this perspective, a subclass is a restriction in the sense that it demands for features that apply only to a subset of the set that represents the superclass. Secondly, and more important for our analysis, they emphasize that specialisation does not have to imply adding further features, but may also be realized by deleting inherited features. They do not provide a convincing justification for this argument. Instead they give a misleading example. Nevertheless, they touch an important aspect. It seems reasonable to assume that a concept that we would regard as a specialisation of another process type may restrict the inherited features somehow. With respect to static abstractions, this can be illustrated with a classical example: square and rectangle. While it is reasonable to regard a square as a special kind of rectangle, it seems appropriate to delete one attribute of rectangle – that stores the length of one side – to make it a square. However, that would compromise substitutability. A possible solution to this problem is to add a constraint. In order not to violate the demand for substitutability, it should not change the essential features of the concept, but only restrict their use somehow. The use of constraints for defining a specialized type is conceivable for business process types, too. Take, for instance, two business process types – sale and sale for members – that are identical except for one thing: For regular customers, the process “financial transaction” allows the use of cash, vari-
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ous credit cards or the specific corporate credit card. Those customers that qualify as members have to use the corporate credit card. Unfortunately, this kind of extension would not satisfy the demand for suitability either. If, in the above example, a regular customer was forced to use the corporate credit card, the business process would probably not be accepted anymore. It seems that Wyner and Lee confused specialisation with instantiation. The “general” process in Figure 14 is rather a (meta) model of all possible process models. To summarize: While it is based on a coherent formal foundation, the proposal made by Wyner and Lee is not a satisfactory conception for the specialisation of business process types.

4.4 Process Specialisation in Knowledge Representation

A further approach to process specialisation was inspired by work on the “process handbook” (Malone et al. 1999). It originates in the knowledge representation or semantic web community addresses this challenge (Bernstein et al. 2005, Ferndriger et al. 2008). Compared to the previous approaches it is less ambitious and more ambitious at the same time. On the one hand, it does not account for the control flow. Hence, it is restricted to functional abstractions. On the other hand, it is aimed at a more powerful conception of specialisation that allows for both adding and deleting subprocesses. Deleting a process is clearly a non-monotonic extension, since it affects the inherited concepts. Therefore, the approach is based on a conception of non-monotonic inheritance specified in formal ontology languages. In (Bernstein et al. 2005), the Semantic Web Services Language (SWSL) is used, in (Ferndriger et al. 2008), the approach is specified through an extension of OWL-S (Ontology Web Language – Services). The proposed conception allows for changing and deleting inherited services without producing contradictions – which would have to be expected in monotonic systems. The main focus of this approach is to take advantage of pragmatic specialisation relationships – that do not guarantee substitutability – and still allow for consistent reasoning. Figure 16 illustrates the flexibility the approach allows for. The “specialized” business process type “Sell in retail store” has only one process in common with its superordinate business process type. The remaining processes are either replaced or deleted.

Figure 16: Illustration of non-monotonic inheritance (Bernstein et al. 2005)

Non-monotonic reasoning is intended to offer more tolerant and flexible reasoning capabilities. This claim is usually justified by referring to the power of human reasoning, which can be successful regardless of logical inconsistencies caused e.g. by exceptions. The example in
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Figure 17 illustrates the effect of non-monotonic reasoning for deductive retrieval procedures by contrasting it to traditional logics. It is based on a declarative representation of the model shown in Figure 16.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generalisation/Specialisation</th>
<th>Facts/Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Sell in retail store&quot; is_a &quot;Sell Product&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Sell Product&quot; includes &quot;Deliver product&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Sell by mail order&quot; is_a &quot;Sell Product&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Sell Product&quot; includes &quot;obtain order&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Sell Product&quot; includes &quot;Inform potential customer&quot;</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>NON (&quot;Sell in retail store&quot; includes &quot;Inform potential customer&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Retrieval request**

- Show all process types that include "Deliver product"
- Show all process types that include "Inform potential customer"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-monotonic representation</th>
<th>Traditional logics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reasoning still possible.</td>
<td>Contradiction corrupts knowledge base. No reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Sell in retail store&quot; includes &quot;Deliver product&quot;</td>
<td>possible anymore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>evaluates to true.</td>
<td>Every proposition can be deduced together with its</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Sell in retail store&quot; includes &quot;Inform potential</td>
<td>negation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>customer&quot; evaluates to false.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 17: Monotonic vs. non-monotonic reasoning**

What is the potential use of non-monotonic specialisation for business process modelling? First of all: While the authors claim to provide a more versatile and natural conception of specialisation, it also allows for creating strange and misleading abstractions. From a formal point of view, any specialisation relationship could be reversed. For the reconstruction of an existing technical language, where generalized terms are already defined as such, this may be acceptable. However, with respect to the motivation of our investigation, this approach is not satisfactory: It reduces specialisation to an arbitrary concept, since it allows every process type to be defined as a specialisation of any other process – et vice versa. In addition to that there are two reasons why this approach is not suited for our purpose. On the one hand, the intended applications are different. The proposal of a non-monotonic conception of specialisation targets business processes in electronic commerce that may be represented in large, international repositories with hundreds or thousands of entries. For such a scenario, retrieval and reasoning-based retrieval can become a major requirement. In our case, retrieving business process models is certainly not irrelevant, but it is not a major issue. On the other hand, languages for enterprise modelling are usually specified with meta models. Reconstructing the language specification using a formal language that supports non-monotonic reasoning would imply to give up all advantages that come with a meta modelling approach. Nevertheless, it would not require a tremendous effort to transform a business process model into a declarative representation using, e.g., an extension of OWL-S. Therefore, it could be an option for supporting retrieval in large repositories of business process models. Despite
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its ambitious formal foundation, the proposed approach could serve as a model for a pragmatic concept of inheritance, since it allows for either adding, modifying or deleting inherited processes.
5 Assessment and Consequences

Our analysis of generalisation/specialisation of business process types suggests the following hypothesis:

No matter whether a business process type is “specialized” by adding further events, processes, or constraints, its instances cannot be substituted for the instances of the superordinate type in an acceptable way.

Firstly, this hypothesis is supported by the very nature of a business process: Changing it by adding further parts will always result in additional effort and/or in the consumption of resources. A “specialized” process of this kind will not be acceptable as a substitute. Secondly, the hypothesis is indirectly supported by the failure of previous attempts: None of those succeeded in producing a satisfactory solution. Hence, it may seem adequate to not further pursue a specialisation concept for business process types. However, the benefits to be expected from a corresponding abstraction are appealing. Therefore, it may be an option to make do with a conception of specialisation that is restricted to functional abstractions of business process types.

5.1 Focus on Functional Abstractions as an Alternative?

A business process type can be modelled without accounting for the flow of control by only representing the processes (or function) it includes. A conception of specialisation for functional abstractions could be defined according to that of static abstractions: A business process type would be specialized by supplementing its processes with further processes. Different from a dynamic abstraction, the order to processes would not matter. Hence, adding further features would be monotonic. Every specialized process type would maintain the features of its superordinate process type. Figure 18 shows how this kind of specialisation could be applied to a functional abstraction of the above example.
It seems hopeless to define a conception of specialisation/inheritance for dynamic abstractions of business process types, because the consequences of adding or deleting processes in a superordinate business process type cannot be specified on a generic level. As a consequence, it seems that the demand for substitutability cannot be satisfied. If one is content with functional abstraction and a pragmatic conception of inheritance, two questions need to be addressed. First: How could one utilize a functional conception of inheritance to support the convenient and safe construction of business process models, i.e. of dynamic abstractions? Second: To exploit the potential of inheritance, tool support is mandatory. Therefore we cannot neglect implementation issues here – even though our main focus is on semantics. The following example addresses both questions. Figure 19 shows a hierarchy of functional representations that is based on a pragmatic, functional conception of process inheritance. Figure 20 illustrates how these inheritance relationships could be represented in a corresponding modelling tool and how they could be used to support the creation of dynamic abstractions. However, there is still a remarkable challenge to overcome: Reusing an inherited subprocess in the context of a specialized business process type will usually imply a different context, i.e. different triggering and/or resulting events. Therefore, it is necessary to define a concept of subprocess that allows for abstracting from the context, i.e. to reduce a subprocess to its invariant core. In Figure 20 this intended abstraction is represented by a box inside the process symbols. Specializing the functional abstraction of a business process type means at first that all processes of the superordinate business process type are inherited. Subsequently, new processes have to be added and – if necessary – inherited processes are either modified or deleted. Based on such a definition, a user who wants to specify a business process model could be provided with the corresponding functional abstraction, i.e. with the collection of the included processes. For creating a specialized business process model, he would access the collection of the specialized functional abstraction, i.e. the inherited ones, the newly added and the modified (see Figure 20). Studying the business process model of the superordinate business process type may help with defining the control structure.

To allow for efficient reuse – which includes the support of consistent maintenance – it is important that inherited processes are represented as references. Every modification to the process definition in the superordinate business process model would then be immediately effective in the corresponding subordinate processes. However, it may be that the modification should not be effective in the subordinate business process type. In that case, the reference has to be replaced by a copy of the process specification, which could be modified subsequently.
Figure 19: Example of pragmatic specialisation of functional abstraction
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Figure 20: Constructing dynamic abstractions through references to functional abstractions

Figure 21 illustrates the difficulties related to abstracting a subprocess to its invariant core. At first sight, the example seems to represent a fortunate situation: “check credibility of new customer” appears to be a special case of “check credibility of existing customer”. Hence, the common core could be represented in an (abstract) super process type that can be specialized into the two concrete types by specializing the corresponding abstract event types.

However, such a conceptualisation is not convincing for two reasons. First, it is based on a simplification since it does not account for internal differences in processing credibility checks. Second, it does not completely satisfy the substitutability constraint, since it may cause the problem of covariant redefinitions: If “check credibility of existing customer” together with the triggering and resulting specialized event types is substituted for the corresponding abstract concepts, no problem would occur. However, if “check credibility of existing customer” is used in the general context of “check credibility”, and assigned the resulting event type “credibility of new customer is ok” – which should be possible, since it is defined in the super type, a type error would occur.
Figure 21: Using abstract Super Process Types and Corresponding abstract Event Types to represent Common Core

Hence, there is need for a relaxed concept of specialisation that fosters reuse but excludes the problem of covariant redefinitions.

5.2 Instantiation instead of Specialisation?

Apart from aiming at a relaxed conception of process specialisation one could also pursue different kinds of abstraction. Using process meta models as abstractions over a set of similar process models could be such an approach. Concrete process types would then be instantiated from the meta model instead. As a consequence, this approach would require a further level of abstraction: Usually, the modelling language is specified in a meta model on the M2 level. If the M2 level is used for specifying domain-specific meta concepts of process and events, an additional M3 layer would be required for specifying the generic language concepts, such as “Event”, “Process” etc. The example in Figure 22 illustrates the idea. The concepts on the M3 level serve to specify a process modelling language that can be used across
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various domains. The M2 level serves to represent concepts that are restricted to a narrower domain, e.g. to one specific organisation only. Hence, the range of reuse is much smaller compared to the M2 level. In the example in Figure 22 the meta process type “check credibility” defines the set of possible concrete process types in the targeted domain. A particular process type on the M1 level would be instantiated from the meta type by specifying a selection of predefined features, i.e. event types that would be instantiated from meta event types and procedures (either for manual or machine execution) that would be instantiated by instantiating the meta concepts they include. For instance: If a procedure includes a statement “check account” where “account” is marked as a meta class, it would have to be instantiated in a valid instance, e.g. “account receivable”.

While it needs further investigations to adequately assess the potential of this approach, it comes with a major challenge: Existing language architectures where modelling languages are specified on M2 and models are typically located on M1 would not be appropriate anymore. On the one hand, this would imply to redesign modelling languages. On the other hand, even more challenging, this would require building modelling tools that allow for multi-level modelling: Users could define their own, local language as an instantiation of a given language specification. Subsequently they would use their customized concepts in a corresponding customized modelling tool that would allow for editing instantiations of these concepts.

In their approach to define process variants Puhlmann et al. use abstract subprocess types that can be instantiated to concrete subprocess types (Puhlmann et al. 2005). However, they do not introduce a specification of meta subprocess types. Note that the approach proposed by Wyner and Lee is aimed at a similar approach. However, they speak erroneously of specialisation, thereby ignoring the problems related to deal with two different levels of abstraction.
Figure 22: Reuse through Instantiation
6 Conclusions and Future Research Directions

Our investigation of abstraction concepts in process modelling in general, of process specialisation in particular resulted in a sobering insight. Compared to static models, there is a tremendous lack of abstraction in process modelling. As a consequence, there is hardly any support for reuse and secure maintenance. With respect to the relevance of business process modelling and the growing number of business process models this lack of abstraction creates a severe problem. Various approaches to define concepts of process variants or process configurations (Hallerbach 2009, Hallerbach et al. 2009, Schnieders 2008, Gottschalk 2008, La Rosa et al. 2011, Rosemann and van der Aalst 2007) or rules for constructing valid particular process models from reference models (Becker et al. 2007, Delfmann 2006) have addressed this problem in part. However, they remain unsatisfactory to a wide extent. Approaches to managing process variants lack a general conceptualisation of a common process core, all versions share – and that could be modified resulting in consistent updates of all versions. As a consequence, they require sophisticated approaches to managing process variants consistently. Rules for constructing process models from reference models lack the formal semantics that is required for automating the update of process models after a corresponding reference model had been modified. Apart from that they resemble the instantiation of process types presented in 5.2 as they are based on a definition of all possible particular process types in a reference model – that is, however, on the same level of abstraction.

There seem to be three major directions for future research. Due to the fact that a concept of process specialisation that would satisfy the substitutability constraint is not feasible, the only option for further research in this area is to aim at a relaxed conception of process specialisation that is still beneficial with respect to reuse and maintenance. Introducing a further level of abstraction to allow for reuse through instantiation seems to be a promising approach that deserves further research. It is, however, very demanding since it requires new language architectures and corresponding modelling tools. It also requires advanced users that are aware of the different levels of abstraction. Parameterized process and event types offer a further option (Puhlmann et al. 2005) that provides for flexibility without requiring an additional level of abstraction. Future work on process variants could be aimed at integrating specialisation, instantiation and parameterization to develop a sophisticated concept of process variant.
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